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Spot NCDEX

Monthly Price movement of  Spices (% Change)
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Fundamentals
?Turmeric futures (November) will possibly rise from its multi 

months lower levels & can gain towards 7700 levels, taking 
support near 6980 levels. 

?Spot turmeric prices at Erode markets are up a tad as some 
traders received a few North Indian orders.

?At the Erode Turmeric Merchants Association, the finger 
variety was sold at Rs.7,444-9,009; the root variety 
Rs.7,233-8,000.

?Turmeric sowing in Andhra Pradesh as on September 28 
reaches at 14,000 hectares Vs 15,000 hectares last year, 
while in Telangana acreage stood at 46,000 hectares versus 
41,00 hectares.
In the current scenario, supply at present is sufficient to 
cater demand, but is likely to get tight in the coming months.

MARKET MOVEMENT AHEAD

Commodity: TURMERIC (November) Range: 6980-7700
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Fundamentals
?Jeera futures (November) may consolidate in the range of 17000-

18595  levels. 

?Cumin is trading steady in Rajasthan due to thin supply and 
decent local demand.

?Slow arrivals in the market are mainly due to farmers engagement 
with other priorities like harvesting of kharif crops like Bajra, 
Moth, Guarseed and Moong.

?Traders are buying for local demand. There is no stocking activity.

?Some physical demand is being noticed at the current lower level 
supported by thin arrivals. Lower arrivals in the spot markets are 
being attributed to farmers engagement in harvesting of kharif 
crops.

?At this time demand is totally depended on festival consumption. 
Demand will arise in the coming months and traders are positive 
about the upward prices movement.

?Market participants might remain cautious as sowing will start by 
the end of October.

?This year cumin cultivation area will increase and arrival will 
come around April-2017. At this time there is not stocking activity.

?As per fourth advance estimate of Gujarat State for 2015-16, 
production is pegged at 2.38 lakh tonnes compared to 1.97 lakh 
tonnes in 2014-15. In 2013-14, production was 3.46 lakh tonnes.

India cumin seed shipment during first five month (Apr-Aug) 
2016 likely at 58,000 tonnes due to increased demand from 
China, U.S and gulf countries.

Commodity: JEERA (November) Range: 17000-18595
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Fundamentals
?Cardamom futures (November) may trade in the range of 

1060-1200 levels. The counter may witness some volatility 
in days to come, as the harvesting season is going on.

?The small cardamom market is witnessing an easier trend at 
auctions held in Kerala and Tamil Nadu on an upsurge in supply 
following commencement of harvesting in all the estates.

?At the spot markets, increased arrivals on the one hand and slack 
demand on the other hand, resultant from the disruptions in 
movement of cardamom due to agitations in Tamil Nadu and 
Karnataka over sharing of Cauvery water, has pulled down the 
cardamom prices.

?Currently, 75 per cent of the cardamoms arriving at the auctions 
are from the new crop and that is fetching good price while the 
remaining 25 per cent from the previous crop is not getting good 
price. Consequently, the auction average has dropped by Rs 20 to 
Rs 30 a kg.

?Given the present trend only three round of picking is likely to take 
place as the harvesting has started after a three-month delay.

?Total arrivals during the season from August 01 up to September 
24, 2016 were at 3,506 tonnes and sales were at 3,235 tonnes.

?The individual auction average for the season as on September 24, 
2016 stood at Rs 927.71 a kg. Last week auction average was at Rs 
973.88 a kg as against Rs 1,000.68 a kg the previous week.

?Prices in Rs./kg: 8mm bold good colour: 1,280-1,300 ; 7-8 mm: 
1,025-60; 6-7 mm: 900 and below 6 mm: 800-830. Good colour 
current bulk was being traded at Rs.1,000-1,050 a kg.

?

Commodity: CARDAMOM (November) Range: 1060-1200

Fundamentals

?Coriander futures (November) may trade with a bearish bias in 

the range of  7000-7965 levels. 

?In days to come, any major price upward movement may remain 

capped due to sufficient availability.

?Coriander is trading flat in Rajasthan due to poor demand despite 

slow arrivals.

?Farmers and traders are waiting for Diwali demand arrival is poor in 

market.

?This year coriander cultivation area is expected to decrease due to the 

low prices. Farmers are likely to switch to Mustard, Chana and garlic.

?Arrival is expected to increase in coming days as per demand of 

financial requirement of farmers in Diwali times. In nearby time 

market is looking toward the Diwali demand. Except Diwali there is no 

any major demand.

?Demand of corridor will also increase in Diwali festival. 

?There will be also requirement of good quality coriander for sowing 

purpose. Inferior quality can’t be used for sowing purpose.

Commodity: Coriander (November) Range: 7000-7965
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Forward curve of Turmeric futures

As per closing on 30th Sept 2016 Source: SMC Research

Forward curve of Jeera futures

As per closing on 30th Sept 2016

Source: SMC Research

Forward curve of Cardamom futures

As per closing on 30th Sept 2016

Forward cruve of Coriander futures

Forward curve of Spices
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Turmeric futures Seasonal Index
(Based on Avg. price from 2009-2015)  

Source: SMC Research

Jeera futures Seasonal Index
(Based on Avg. price from 2009-2015) 

Source: SMC Research

Cardamom futures Seasonal Index
(Based on Avg. price from 2009-2015)  

Coriander futures Seasonal Index
(Based on Avg. price from 2009-2015)  

Monthly seasonal price movement  of Spices
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SMC Global Securities Limited is proposing, subject to receipt of requisite approvals, market conditions and other considerations, a further public issue of its equity shares and has filed a Draft Red Herring Prospectus 
(DRHP) with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). The DRHP is available on the website of the SEBI at www.sebi.gov.in and the website of the Book Running Lead Managers i.e. Tata Securities Limited at 
www.tatacapital.com and IL&FS Capital Advisors Limited at www.ilfscapital.com. Investors should note that investment in equity shares involves a high degree of risk. For details please refer to the DRHP and particularly 
the section titled Risk Factors in the Draft Red Herring Prospectus.

Disclaimer:

This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and doesn’t construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. It is only for private circulation and use .The report is based upon information 
that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. No action is solicited on the basis of the contents of the report. The report should not be 
reproduced or redistributed to any other person(s)in any form without prior written permission of the SMC. The contents of this material are general and are neither comprehensive nor inclusive. Neither SMC nor any of its 
affiliates, associates, representatives, directors or employees shall be responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person due to any action taken on the basis of this report. It does not constitute personal 
recommendations or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs of an individual client or a corporate/s or any entity/s. All investments involve risk and past performance doesn’t 
guarantee future results. The value of, and income from investments may vary because of the changes in the macro and micro factors given at a certain period of time. The person should use his/her own judgment while 
taking investment decisions. Please note that we and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance if this material;(a) from time to time, may have long or short 
positions in, and buy or sell the commodities thereof, mentioned here in or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such commodities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the 
commodities discussed herein (c) may have any other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. All disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of 
Delhi High court.

For further any queries, please contact

Subhranil Dey Sr. Research Analyst subhranildey@smcindiaonline.com

Ph.: 011-30111000 

Extn.: 674


